‘Table talk’ Franklin Bridge Club Newsletter March 2016

With Richard Solomon

The most important piece of news first. Does anyone really know how Teresa Phillips broke
her foot? Does Neal know? Will he tell us?
What we do know is that it takes more than a broken foot to keep Teresa away from the
bridge table. We did allow her seating rights when she stumbled in. We are, after all, a very
considerate club. That reminds me of a true story when one of my teammates had a nasty
broken leg during NZ Teams and was hobbling on crutches. In one match, our opponents had
choice and made my teammate walk from one end of the long room to the other, exercising
choice of opponents and not moving from their home table. It’s OK. They were not Franklin
players. Nice, considerate opponents!
Anyway, back to Teresa. She made absolutely certain she was able to go off at the end of
February to the Gold Coast Bridge Congress. We had a number of club players over there,
Trevor Robb, Andrew Janisz, Lynne Geursen, Carol De Luca, Bev Henton, David and Sue
Spencer and of course, Teresa. Arie was also there, directing. That’s about 7% of this club’s
membership.
It would be nice to be able to report their successes. Let’s say they all enjoyed themselves …
but if they went for the good weather, as we all know, they should have stayed in New
Zealand. We’ve had gorgeous weather.
Just though to give you an idea of the size of the Gold Coast Congress, during the main 3
day Teams, there were 206 teams playing in the Open, 34 in the Seniors, 96 in the Restricted,
88 in the Intermediate and 32 in the Novice section. That’s a massive 456 teams, all playing
at the same time in the same venue. Rather too large for the Franklin Bridge Club to
accommodate!
However, even though the numbers are more modest, we can be pretty pleased with the
current number of teams playing in Monday night’s Restricted Teams event. It has been a long
time since we have had 11. Maureen also reported that on the first Wednesday in March, there
were 14 tables in play, the highest number for 6 years.
As you should know, Maureen (Nelson) is the club’s new Treasurer. (I am sure you have all
paid your subs … but just a polite reminder if you have not. Next month, we may not be so
polite!).
Maureen is revelling in her new role and has reported that she and the “assistant Treasurer”
(see the picture below) have had some interesting discoveries in the table money already. To
quote Maureen,
“While all legal tender is acceptable, the treasurer notes the following received in table money
in recent weeks
- a one lira coin - Italy changed from the lira to the euro in January 1999
- an Australian dollar - yes we know they're worth more, but the ANZ didn't accept it
- an old 5 cent piece instead of a 20 cent
- $6 table money from one person in 20 cent pieces - thank you for putting it in a bag first”
Nice to see you are all making it so easy and interesting for Maureen. You can see why she
had to fight off about 30 other applicants for the position!

Assistant Treasurer hard at work
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offering a teacher a bed (they are all nice and respectable ... and will be pre vetted!) for either
the Saturday or maybe the Friday night as well, please let me know at the club or by email to
me at richardharoldsolomon@gmail.com or by phone on 232 8494.
Beginners’ classes have started on Thursday evenings with Debbie teaching and Chris being
on hand to help. We have started off with 9 this year, not as many as other times but that will
allow them to get extra personal help. Debbie says that in mid- May when the first lessons
have finished, the supervised play will start. They will cover subjects like Stayman and
Transfers which some of our less experienced Wednesday nighters might appreciate a recap
on. They would be really welcome on Thursday evenings. Please let Debbie know if you are
interested and she will give you a better idea of when to come along.
So, we have not had any bridge yet. Here’s a gem from a recent Monday night at the top
bridge club in Franklin. (a special prize if you can name the others!)
“The director was called to the table of a Very Distinguished lady player (a silver Grand
Master, no less). V.D.L.P was sitting South, and when dummy went down, said "How can
dummy have the ♥Q because I also have that card !"
The director was bemused as they all had blue cards. However, an inspection of the board on

the table showed South's cards were still in the pocket and the previous board played was
missing cards from South.
This should make the rest of us, who make mistakes often, feel a bit better!”
Dealer North
West
♠954
E-W vul ♥76
♦J976532
♣Q
West
East
N
♠AKJ86 W E
♠Q10
S
♥KQ95
♥A10832
♦K
♦AQ
♣875
♣AKJ4
South
♠732
♥J4
♦1084
♣109632

Oh, yes, some real bridge. Here is a deal from a recent
Wednesday night which offered the East-Wests' an opportunity
to bid 7NT. There are 15 tricks to take, 16 in hearts!

At one table, West, a very new player, opened 1♠ with North
being a bit cheeky by calling 3♦, a weak (very weak) jump
overcall. East closed proceedings with 6NT. Only one pair
managed to bid grand slam. Let’s see two ways the grand could
have been bid.
5♠ showed three aces and
West North East South
6♦one king. West knows the
3♥
Pass
1♠
3♦
partnership has all the aces
4NT
Pass 5♠
Pass
and kings and that West’s club
5NT
Pass 6♦
Pass
loser can be discarded on the
7♥
All Pass
♦A. That just leaves the spade
suit. If East has two or less spades, then spades can be ruffed
in the East hand. East may even hold the ♠Q. Failing all that, there is at worst the spade
finesse to take. So, grand slam can be reached via simple Blackwood or Gerber.
However, let’s say North remained silent:

Bids in brackets are if you are playing Roman Key-card
Blackwood.
If you are playing simple Blackwood, West, who has shown a
strongish hand by jumping to 4♥ shows one ace and three
kings. That’s 13 hcp and West must have more for that jump.
So, East has to hope that one of those extra cards is the ♥Q.
However, if you play Roman Key Card Blackwood, you do not
have to “hope”. You “know”.
5♠ shows two of the five key-cards (4 aces and trump king) and ♥Q. 5NT asks for kings (but
not the trump king (already shown)) and 6♥ shows 2. East can now jump to grand slam.
So, that nasty North who tried to be awkward should only have been a minor encumbrance.
Roman Key Card Blackwood would help (ask a more senior player if you want to find out more)
but the grand was quite biddable just using simple methods. Well done to the pair who got to
7.
Just a couple more snippets for this month. We hope that Nandy and Anatole will be back
from Brazil towards the middle of the year while a rumour has it that we will be seeing Trevor’s
wife, Robyn, back playing again soon.
Finally, note down April 30th as the date for the next Franklin tournament, 3A Open and
Intermediate/ Junior events. Only 2 session events. So, hope to see lots of you there.
Until next month.
Richard
West
1♠
4♥
5♦ (5♠)
6♠ (6♥)
Pass

East
2♥
4NT
5NT
7♥

